
 

Dear Fellow Investors 

Welcome to the new format of our Quarterly Investor Newsletter. Aside from the change in format I                 

have tried to make the letter more conversational and less technical, while at the same time covering off                  

on some of the more interesting matters that I would like to bring to your attention. 

Summary 

The September quarter saw the cryptomarkets retreat from what we thought was the start of a new bull                  

market throughout the June quarter. Our Fund value fell 44% (after being up 72% the previous quarter)                 

to finish the quarter at $0.5270. The bearish sentiment can be attributed mainly to the challenging                

regulatory environment. While we have seen positive moves on this front relative to Bakkt’s listing of                

Bitcoin and the opening of Fidelity’s Digital Asset Services, there remains concerns focused on              

Facebook’s coin Libra and this is dragging on the market.  
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Cryptomarket Broad Outlook and    

our Fund's Objectives 

Our Fund invests in assets that are seeking a         

solution to a computer science problem called       

'distributed consensus' (in short, how to get       

multiple copies of a ledger to sync when they         

are held by multiple parties throughout the       

world). The problem was in theory solved in        

2009 when the Bitcoin network went live, this is         

called 'nakamoto consensus'. But there are      

some scalability and other issues with BTC       

which are unsolved. 

There is value in solving the problem because        

ledgers can now be kept in a decentralised        

manner, this eliminates the need for a       

centralised trusted party, this of course reduces       

costs and friction in commerce significantly.      

Instead of centralised human trust, trust is       

placed in the software running the      

decentralised ledger. There is value in the       

cryptocurrencies that run on the ledgers as they        

pay computer fees for the use of the network,         

the more the network is used, the more value         

that accrues to the cryptocurrency. 

Since Bitcoin other distributed    

ledger/blockchain projects have emerged.    

There is a race going on to solve distributed         

consensus at scale. The value created to the        

system that solve this scalability issue are       

potentially significant. Our fund is invested      

100% in what I believe to be the three best          

technologies that are seeking to solve this       

problem. In fact we believe that HH may well         

have solved this problem. 

Our aim is to achieve exceptional returns on our         

assets over a long term period. Investing in        

software and new technology is always a high        

risk investment. Yet some of the world’s richest        

companies are based on technology     

developments/software of one form or another.      

We are invested in cryptoassest at a point well         

before they would be ready to 'go public' if they          

were traditional companies, this adds to the       

potential up-side but also to the volatility and        

the ultimate risks inherent in early stage       

investing.  
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What are proponents saying about     

Cryptoassets? 

Credible organisation such as reserve banks and       

academic institutions have advised that Bitcoin      

is '...the most wonderful invention...' and that       

blockchain technology is as '...significant as the       

invention of mechanical time...'. These     

seemingly unbelievable claims are supported by      

lengthy analytical papers to back-up their views. 

Many financial commentators have commented     

that the coming tokenization of assets will       

create more opportunities than the invention of       

the joint stock company, the unitization of       

assets and the securitisation of assets.  

 

What are detractors saying about     

Cryptoassets? 

The narrative is constantly evolving. We have       

had: 

● Bitcoin is used only by criminals and the        

dark web; 

● Bitcoin is a ponzi, tulip bubble, rat       

poison; 

● I like blockchains but not Bitcoin; 

● More recently the detractors are     

advocating Central Bank Issued digital     

cash as an alternative; 

● With the advent of Facebook coin Libra       

(which is backed by USD etc) the       

narrative is to ban it due to the possible         

disruption to the global financial     

system; and 

● Venezuela may be adding ETH and BTC       

to its foreign reserves. 

The mainstream press love nothing better than       

a headline story declaring Bitcoin dead....this      

has happened no less than 376 times over the         

past decade, that's more than 3 times a month,         

every month for the past 10 years. Yet over the          

same period BTC has been the best performing        

asset class.  
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Our view of Cryptoassets 

One of my favorite acronyms in the crypto        

space is DYOR (Do Your Own Research)...this is        

often suggested to people on twitter who are        

jumping at other peoples opinions looking for a        

quick way to understand this emerging      

technology. I have adopted a DYOR approach       

myself ever since I first heard the word        

Blockchain in 2016. As well as DYOR it is         

paramount to adopt an open mind as the best         

technology today could be made redundant by       

better technology at anytime. Hedera     

Hashgraph is potentially just such a case. 

I am still learning each day and I certainly do not           

know which of the current technologies will       

prevail. However, I am sure that the 'distributed        

consensus at scale' problem will be solved and I         

am sure that we will see mass adoption at some          

point. 

The most challenging aspect to mass adoption       

at the moment is regulatory threats and       

uncertainty. Regardless of the progress being      

made on the technology front, there will be for         

quite some time to come regulatory challenges       

of varying levels of aggressiveness directed at       

this technology. This is not unexpected, it       

happens with all new technologies, but in time        

it is most often the case that the threatening         

new technology becomes the standard.  

Next significant events 

It is quite difficult to predict the next tactical         

events. Each day I wake to news such as the          

announcement by Facebook of the Libra coin,       

the US SEC taking legal action against a crypto         

project or some other such event. In the        

meantime, the technology keeps getting     

stronger and adoption continues to grow      

steadily. 

The overall theme over the past 12-18 months        

has been increased focus on regulation. This is        

good news for the industry. It is a sign that it is            

maturing and that there is interest on the        

institutional side to invest in this emerging asset        

class. We are seeing the very beginning of this         

with the Bakkt and Fidelity digital offerings. 

There is a risk that regulation could overreach        

and stifle the innovation of the technology and        

in some cases there may be attempts to ban         

cryptocurrencies outright. The difficulty is that      

it is not possible to run a public blockchain and          

all the benefits that come with it, without a         

cryptocurrency. Regulators and politicians, like     

everyone else, are coming to grips with the        

threats and opportunities this technology     

brings. 

I think we are past the time where one single          

big event will help or hurt the evolution of this          

technology. Instead there are a series of events,        
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some of which help and some of which hurt this          

innovation. As far as regulations are concerned,       

I cannot see a situation where an outright ban         

would be sustainable long term. This does not        

mean there will be no speed bumps. Like all         

new technologies, once out of the bottle, they        

eventually take a foothold. I believe that the        

mainstream adoption, once it starts to happen       

in a big way will be more rapid than internet          

and mobile phone adoption. 

 

Bitcoin (BTC)  

 

BTC started in 2009 with the aim of being 'peer          

to peer' electronic cash for the world. However,        

it is now seen as a store of value asset similar to            

and some say better than Gold ('Gold 2.0'). 

What are proponents saying about     

Bitcoin? 

BTC is the first and most widely recognised        

cryptoasset. This brand recognition will drive      

adoption and value   

particularly as institutional   

investors start to invest in     

cryptoassets. 

It's scarcity (21m coins) and     

it security, proof of work     

(PoW) consensus mechanism   

are attractive. 

What are detractors   

saying about Bitcoin? 

BTC has failed to scale, the PoW consensus        

mechanism is energy inefficient and the user       

interface too difficult for mainstream adoption.      

Store of value asset in-of-itself does not create        

value, assets need to have utility. 

Our view of Bitcoin 

BTC is the least favoured technology of our        

three main holdings and in the fullness of time         
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it will not maintain its position as the most         

valuable network in the cryptoasset space. 

However, in the medium term BTC will grow in         

value as it has done every year for the past 10.           

It is the first port of call for newcomers to the           

space. The 'Nakamoto' consensus mechanism is      

one of the most significant computer science       

inventions of our time and as this becomes        

more widely accepted the value of the network        

will continue to grow. 

Some long term price predictions are off the        

charts (over USD 1m per coin). If the tech         

continues to develop as planned I would not be         

surprised to see BTC above USD 20,000 in the         

foreseeable future (currently USD 8,169). 

Next significant events 

On 23 September 2019 Bakkt (a crypto       

exchange owned by the NYSE) opened futures       

trading for physically settled BTC. This is       

significant because Bakkt provides institutional     

grade market services such as custody, price       

discovery and regulation. Opening volumes     

were low but the gate for institutional investors        

is now open. 

On 20 May 2020 a BTC 'halving’ event is         

expected. This event is scheduled to happen       

every 4 years, it has therefore happened twice        

before. In brief, at each event the number of         

BTC issued is cut in half, thus creating a         

deflationary economic effect on the supply side       

of the asset, this has thus far resulted in an          

increase in the price of BTC.  

How does the Fund make money from       

holding BTC? 

BTC has the same investment profile as gold.        

The Digital Currency Group (referred to as the        

Berkshire Hathaway of the Crypto space)      

recently commenced a ‘drop gold’ marketing      

campaign suggesting investors in gold should      

instead invest in Bitcoin as it is Gold 2.0. 
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Ethereum (ETH) 

 

ETH was launched in 2015 by Vitalik Buterin to         

do the things BTC could not. Specifically ETH's        

goal is to be the 'smart contract' platform for         

world commerce. Whereas BTC is a 'simple'       

case of peer to peer money, ETH can handle         

much more complex transactions using inbuilt      

automations. It seeks to become the 'world       

computer'. 

What are proponents saying about     

Ethereum? 

ETH will be able to achieve the scalability and         

flexibility that BTC cannot. The ETH community       

of developers working on the project is the        

largest in the crypto space. 

It is decentralised and is moving to a proof of          

stake consensus mechanism which is more      

energy efficient, helps with scalability and      

security. 

A very significant number of enterprises have       

joined the Ethereum Enterprise Alliance, which      

as the name suggests, is an alliance where        

enterprises are coming together to identify and       

build use cases for the ethereum blockchain.       

Just this week IKEA used ethereum to pay an         

invoice.  

 

What are detractors saying about     

Ethereum? 

Main detractors are 'bitcoin maximalists'. These      

are people who believe there will only be one         

blockchain and that it will be BTC, they believe         

that everything that ETH is trying to achieve can         

be achieved on the bitcoin network. 

Some people believe the ecosystem is too       

centralised around Vitalik and the Ethereum      

Foundation. 

Some technologists believe proof of stake will       

not work and that this will be a significant blow          

to the ethereum project. 
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Our view of Ethereum 

ETH is the best working project using       

'blockchain technology'. One key indicator,     

24hr transaction volumes, greatly exceeds BTC      

volumes. The number of nodes also indicate       

that the network is getting closer to passing BTC         

in terms of usage.    

However, BTC still leads in     

terms of network value and     

public interest (per Google    

trends). Overall, this   

indicates to me that ETH is      

undervalued relative to   

BTC. 

ETH also has the largest     

share of global 'mindshare'    

that is to say that more people who are         

technical experts in this field choose to spend        

their time working on the ethereum blockchain       

than any other. Estimates are that 250,000 -        

350,000 people are working on building the       

ethereum blockchain. 

ETH has the second most recognised name for        

people outside the crypto space. 

ETH to us seems the more mature sibling to         

BTC, there is good enterprise adoption and ETH        

does not have the 'cyber punk' aspect to it that          

BTC had in its early days. 

ETH all time price high thus far was USD 1,400          

(currently USD 170). If the tech continues on its         

current path and subject to regulatory      

challenges, I would not be surprised to see ETH         

over this all time high level in the foreseeable         

future. 

 Next significant events 

The ETH roadmap is very detailed and well sign         

posted. There is a weekly Developers call where        

the key leads for each element of the project         

discuss progress etc. 

The next major event/upgrade is referred to as        

Ethereum 2.0. This is a series of updates to         

ethereum blockchain to make it, faster more       

user friendly and more secure. 

Achieving ETH 2.0 will be a significant       

achievement for ETH which should be      
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recognised in the value of ETH. However,       

enterprise adoption on a mass scale will be the         

real driver of value of ETH.  

 

How does the Fund make money from       

holding ETH? 

We view Ether to have some characteristics of        

both commodities and currencies. ETH is used       

to power the Ethereum blockchain and it is        

used as money we expect : 

1. Capital gains based on scarcity and the use of          

Ether to pay for transactions on the network;        

and 

2. Income from staking (similar to interest)       

yields - this will come once ETH moves to a          

proof of stake consensus mechanism. 

Hedera Hashgraph (Hbar) 

 

HH is not a blockchain, but it achieves the same          

objectives...a distributed public ledger. HH has      

proven mathematically that is has achieved      

Asynchronous Byzantine Fault Tolerant (ABFT)     

consensus mechanism. 

ABFT is the gold standard of consensus       

mechanisms, none of the blockchain projects      

have ABFT. 

HH seeks to be a global smart contract platform         

for the World's commerce. One strong initial       

differentiation point (from ETH and others) is       

HH's focus on machine to machine micro       

payments for the internet-of-things ecosystem.  

What are proponents saying about the      

Hedera? 

HH claims the ability to process >100,000       

transactions per second (tps) BTC does 3 tps,        

ETH does 15 tps and Visa do 50,000 tps. 

It has benefits over all blockchains in that is has          

ABFT, fair ordering and more secure      

environment. 
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The HH Governing Council is seen as a good         

compromise between decentralised governance    

of BTC/ETH and centralised governance of      

public boards. 

The third unique aspect of the HH project is the          

'closed source but open review' nature of the        

software, they have done this to prevent the        

code from being forked (cut and pasted). 

What are detractors saying about Hedera? 

Many in the blockchain space are rusted on in         

their opinion that 'nakamoto' consensus is the       

best form of consensus and that the       

decentralised nature of BTC/ETH are significant      

strengths. 

They do not like the centralised nature of the         

HH Governing council, they do not like the        

'closed source but open review' nature of the        

software and they are skeptical of the claims        

relative to ABFT. 

The more technical people in the space have        

been largely silent on the claims of HH. I have          

seen no technical debunking of the HH       

technology. 

Our view of the project 

After I read about the HH project, researched        

the background to the founders, learnt about       

the Governing Council and listened to hundreds       

of hours of deep technical explanations of the        

project I came to the view that HH could be the           

protocol layer platform for global commerce for       

the next 100 years. I am still of this view today. 

I am not alone in this view, thus far 9 of the            

world's leading companies, including Boeing     

and IBM have come to the same view. By being          

members of the governing council they will       
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embed HH technology not only into their       

software networks but also into their suppliers,       

customers and competitors. It is in everyone's       

interest to use the same platform. 

I believe the HH project will give our fund the          

highest returns of all our assets but over a         

longer period relative to BTC and ETH. 

I am not going to be tempted into a price          

prediction for Hbars. However, ETH price at       

launch in 2015 was USD 0.31c (currently USD        

170.00). The bullish case for HH networks is that         

it is at least as valuable as the top three          

cryptoassets (ETH/BTC/Ripple). We are now just      

two weeks into this amazing project, I am not         

very happy with the opening price, but I have a          

high conviction level relative to the tech and the         

outlook for the project. 

 

Next significant events 

I am looking forward to learning who else will         

join the HH council, there is no timeline set out          

for such announcements. I am also watching       

with interest the transaction levels and the       

number of applications being built on HH. 

Already the number of transactions on the HH        

network is impressive. 
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************* 

As always, please do not hesitate to contact me         

on 04 5090 0151 or at ian@bca.fund if you have          

any questions. 

Best Regards 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ian Love 
October 2019 

 

To the extent that any of the information which we have supplied to you may be deemed to be “general advice” within the meaning of the                          

Corporations Act, we draw your attention to:- (a) in preparing, supplying or conveying such advice, we did not take into account your investment                       

objectives, financial situation or specific needs; and (b) (before acting on the advice) the need to consider, with or without the assistance of an                        

authorised representative, the appropriateness of the advice having regard to your investment objectives, financial situation or specific needs                  

and any relevant Information Memorandum. 
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